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What is Sentiment Strength?

 The sentimental intensity of documents

-- fine-grained sentiment analysis

 Not only the categories of documents (e.g. positive, negative, 
neutral)

-- coarse-grained sentiment classification



 An example

two product reviews

… good …… excellent …

traditional sentiment 
classification algorithms
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Why Predict Sentiment Strength?
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Why Predict Sentiment Strength?



 Sentimental intensity is an important feature for cognitive 
computing and decision-making of potential customers. 

 Coarse-grained sentiment classification

-- captures only the most dominant sentiment

-- ignores cognition indicators (e.g., the confidence of each     

sentiment)

Why Predict Sentiment Strength?



Why Predict Sentiment Strength?

 Early works on sentiment strength prediction

-- SentiStrength

Problem:

- Have focused mainly on exploiting lexical features

- Heavily dependent on certain key words

- perform limited since sentiments of words are sensitive to the topic

domain or even aspect 



How to Predict?

 Our solution

Hybrid CNN (HCNN) model 

-- a neural network-based framework 

-- exploit the auxiliary features of sentiments from the corpus

-- not rely on well-established lexicons



How to Predict?

 Definition

-- treat overall document sentiments as a list of real values ranging

from 0 to 1

-- each value denotes the intensity of the corresponding sentiment 

 Our goal

-- predict a strength vector that can reflect multiple sentimental 

orientations of a document



How to Predict?

 Convert words to vectors

-- each word vectors consist of two parts

- one-hot vectors (corpus-specific)

Problem: suffers from the curse of dimensionality

Solution: document frequency thresholding method

Problem: cannot record the sentimental meaning and

relevance between different words

- pre-trained vectors (domain-independent)

real-valued , trained from large-scale corpora   

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 



How to Predict?

 Convolution and pooling operation



How to Predict?

 Convolution and pooling operation
Input: embedding matrix, i.e., a sequence of vectors{v1, …, vn}

Initialize: a convolution kernel W with fixed-sized window k and a bias vector b

Step 1: sliding the window and concatenate       the sequence of k embeddings, e.g. 
when the window centralizes in the i-th word:

Step 2: apply the matrix-vector operation       , e.g. the i-th column of feature map C:

Step 3: apply max-pooling operation, i.e., the j-th element of feature vector f is the 
maximum of the j-th row in C:
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How to Predict?

 Step 1

-- to learn semantic representation

 Step 2

-- to learn POS representation of POS-tags

 Step 3

-- to learn hybrid feature representation

 Step 4

-- to predict the sentiment strength



How to Predict?

 Step 1: semantic representation
Example: a document “I bought this new English book because I like it”

Convolution and 
Pooling Operation. . . 

Semantic representation

. . . 

. . . 
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I                                 …                                  it

one-hot vectors

pre-trained vectors



How to Predict?

 Step 2: POS representation of POS-tags
POS cluster

-- preserve only clusters “J”, “N”, and “V”

-- cluster “O” : background words, non-discriminative information, noise

Group POS tags

J Adjectives, Adverbs

N Nouns

V Verbs

O Other POS tags



How to Predict?

 Step 2: POS representation of POS-tags
Example: a document “I bought this new English book because I like it” 

with POS tag sequence {O,V, O, J, J, N, O, O, V, O} 

. . . 

. . . 
Convolution and 
Pooling Operation. . . 

POS representations

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . . . . 

new English book brought like

one-hot vectors

pre-trained vectors

Cluster J Cluster N Cluster V



How to Predict?

 Step 3: hybrid feature representation

-- activation function: ReLU
-- regularization: dropout

POS representations

Cluster J Cluster N Cluster V
. . . . . . . . . . . . 

Semantic 
representation

Fully connected layer Hybrid feature
representation



How to Predict?

 Step 4: predict the sentiment strength

Output: sentiment strength vector

POS representations

Cluster J Cluster N Cluster V
. . . . . . . . . . . . 

Semantic 
representation

Fully connected layer Hybrid feature
representation

Softmax layer





How to Predict?

 Training

-- Objective function

Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL divergence)

-- back-propagation

-- stochastic gradient descent

-- Adadelta optimizer



Experiment

 Dataset

-- a real world short corpus, including six subsets which  represented

different types of social environments

Dataset Type # of documents Mean Words

BBC News 1000 64.76

Digg Stories 1077 33.63

MySpace Friends 1041 19.76

Runners World Interest 1046 64.25

Twitter Microblog 4242 16.81

YouTube Video 3407 17.38



Experiment

 Baselines

-- Character to Sentence Convolutional Neural Network (CharSCNN)
Two convolutional layers are employed to extract features from character to sentence. 

The result of the second convolutional layer is then passed to two fully-connected

layers to compute the sentiment score for each label.

-- Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

A straightforward convolutional architecture that employs one convolutional layer

with multiple kernels to learn sentence representation and add dropout to prevent

over-fitting. Sentiment strength was the output distribution of the softmax layer.



Experiment

 Baselines

-- Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

LSTM takes the whole corpus as a single sequence, and the mean of the whole hidden 

states of all words is used as the feature for prediction. The output of the softmax layer 

is treated as the sentiment strength. 

-- Convolutional Gated Recurrent Neural Network (ConvGRNN)
The model learns semantic representation hierarchically. Firstly, the model obtains 

sentence vectors by convolving pre-trained word embeddings. Secondly, the generated 

sentence vectors are fed into Gated RNN to produce the representation vector of each

document.



Experiment

 Baselines

-- Supervised SentiStrength (Ssth)

Ssth is a method specifically designed for sentiment strength detection over our employed 

corpus. It is a lexicon-based classifier that uses linguistic information and rules to predict 

sentiment strengths in short informal English text, and the supervised version tends to be 

more accurate than unsupervised SentiStrength and many other machine learning 

methods.



Experiment

 Parameters

-- Word vectors

GloVe, random

-- POS annotation

openNLP POS tagger

-- Initialize

uniform distribution                                           , r and c are

numbers of rows and columns in the parameter matrix

  ( ( ), )6 6 ( )r c r c



Experiment

 Evaluation Metrics

-- fine-grained metrics

root mean square error (RMSE)

Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Corr)

-- coarse grained metric

Accuracy (Acc)

 Ablation Experiment
HCNN-POS, HCNN-one-hot, HCNN-GloVe



Experiment

 Experiment Modes

-- single source

randomly selected 60% as training samples, 20% as validation samples, 

and the remaining 20% for testing     

-- cross sources

A subset as training set

B subset 20% for validation, 80% for testing



Experiment

 Single sources testing



Experiment

1) all useful to boost performance, especially for the fine-grained metrics Corr and RMSE.
2) did not affect Acc much
-- the basic convolutional architecture was effective to capture enough features for 

coarse-grained polarity detection
3) POS-level features: limited when each document’s words are extremely sparse (e.g., Twitter). 
-- very short text cannot provide enough POS information



Experiment

1) RMSE and Corr: outperformed by a large margin 
-- The regression-oriented objective function (i.e., KL divergence) was better than 
classification-oriented objective functions in sentiment strength prediction.
2)  Acc:  indistinctive 
-- Because Acc did not take sentimental distributions into account.



Experiment

 Cross sources testing

-- RMSE



Experiment

 Statistical test

-- Cross-source testing



Experiment

 Cross sources testing

-- RMSE

-- Corr
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Experiment
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Experiment

 Statistical test

-- Cross-source testing



Experiment

 Cross sources testing

-- RMSE

-- Corr

-- Acc

The proposed method perform competitively or better than baselines.



Experiment

 Cross sources testing
-- RMSE

-- Corr

-- Acc

-- ablation experiment
The results indicated that POS-features and pre-trained embeddings had a larger positive impact on 

HCNN than one-hot vectors. 

For example, the prediction error (i.e., RMSE) of HCNN reduced by 15.7%, 2.9%, and 2.7% on 

average when compared with HCNN - GloVe, HCNN – POS, and HCNN - one-hot, respectively.



Experiment

 Statistical test

-- F-test

to test the underlying assumption of homoscedasticity 

(i.e., the homogeneity of variance)



Experiment



Experiment

 Statistical test

-- F-test

to test the underlying assumption of homoscedasticity 

(i.e., the homogeneity of variance)

-- t-test
to test the underlying assumption that the difference in performance between

paired models had a mean value of zero.

(We used the conventional significance level (i.e., p-value) of 0.05.)



Experiment



Experiment

These results validated the effectiveness of 
our method on sentiment strength prediction 
tasks, especially when the training set and the 
testing set are from different sources.



Conclusion

 Our model introduced one-hot vectors to capture corpus-specific 
information and jointly learned hybrid features at semantic and 
syntactic levels for enhancing model robustness and adaptiveness. 

 Experimental results validated the effectiveness of the proposed 
sentiment strength prediction method.

 Affect indicates positive or negative sentiment, while cognition 
includes certainty and tentative. Our research can help bridge the 
cognitive and affective gaps between users and documents.
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